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“ Cutting out over processed foods and
keeping it simple, going back to basics and
eating fresh foods prepared by yourself you
will feel a diﬀerence within two weeks.
Within six weeks you will see a diﬀerence in
your body, your skin and your energy levels,
within tweleve weeks other people will start
to notice. After just nine weeks you will have
added good habits which should stay with you
for life”

"Clean Eating is not necessarily a diet
This book is designed to help you to make
better food choices. It is not necessarily a
diet. However some people may need to count
calories and have those calories split into
macro groups. Macronutrients are Protein,
Carbohydrates & Fats.
I use software that generates an app that you
can use on your phone/tablet or laptop
VirtuaGym (VG) includes software that links
directly to me, I use your vital statistics which
we can track using bi weekly weigh in’s and
circumference measurements, I call this body
metrics. Using the Neo body composition
scales I can reliably track your fat and muscle
ratios too, all of this will automatically
generate the exact calories and macros you
should be eating for your personal goals.
This clean eating guide will explain how to
make changes in your diet without starving
yourself and show you that low fat, no fat and
apparently healthy options are not always what
they seem.
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gain. However if you stick to
unprocessed carbohydrates you will
be on the right track.
Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates are quite possibly the most complicated
macronutrient for people to
understand. Most people think that
they really shouldn’t eat too many of
them, this is not the case, however
there are some carbs that you really
should avoid if you are trying to lose
weight. To simplify carbs I like to use
the Glycemic load this is the easiest
way people can check to see if they
should go easy on certain
carbohydrates.
The glycemic load uses a traﬃc lights
system which enables you to literally
just pop a food into google and see
what number comes up for that food.
For instance a high glycemic load
would be 20 and above a medium 11 19 and low would be 10 and below.
The higher the glycemic load the
more you should avoid or eat sparingly!
These food raise your blood sugar levels and increase weight

Higher glycemic load foods will be
bread, pasta, pastries, cakes,
biscuits, sweets, chocolate etc. But
you’ll also find that fruit can come
in quite high especially dried fruits.
However, you shouldn’t cut out fruit
completely keep fruit to a minimum and use first thing in the
morning or as treats. VG app cannot distinguish between ‘good’
carbs and ‘bad’ carbs and this is where the confusion can occur.
By using the glycemic load system you will have more control
over your carbs.
Medium glycemic load carbs will include starchy veg such as
roots, tubers, you really must include these in your diet however
be aware that they will push up your carb macro in VG app so
juggle these on specific days like training days.
Low Glycemic load will include vegetables such as your leafy
greens, salads, berries, some legumes and beans.
There are far too many foods to list so this is something you will
need to check for yourself. These are the tools you will need to
work out your perfect meal plan. Once you have got your head
around the carbohydrate macro you will find that you can eat
carbs as part of your ‘diet’ and not have to worry about over
eating them or eating the wrong ones.
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Fats
Fat for me is the most demonised macronutrient and it really
should not be. Fat is something that everyone needs in their diet
and fat does not make you fat. However, the confusion is still
there for most people. The diet industry has made it their
business to outlaw fat and with that has come the ‘low fat or no
fat’ alternative. Unfortunately by taking out the fat in certain
foods they have taken out the flavour, so they added sugar’s or
worse sweeteners or other chemicals.
As we all know sugar has recently been shown to be the biggest
contributor to weight gain and a whole host of diseases so never
buy any foods that say low fat or no fat.
Chemical sweeteners are extremely bad for your health so zero
sugar fizzy drinks and squash should be avoided. Instead buy
sparkling water and add lemons and limes or look up the other
health waters you can make pretty
easily yourself. Fruit teas, herb teas
and just plain old water should be
used instead of shop bought sugar
laden or sweetener laden drinks.
Nuts are high in fat and protein
and are an amazing energy source and should be used on a daily
basis, using VG app you can pop in how many you are eating and

it will give you your macro
breakdown. Nuts are like little
powerhouses and are such a great
energy boost in the afternoon if
you have low energy levels. High
in good fats and a great alternative to a biscuit! And you wont get
a slump after eating them.
Some of the newer health bars like Naked are
really very good the bars will come out as high
in sugar, fat and calories but the sugar content
will be from the natural dried fruit and the fat
from the nuts, again VG app cannot distinguish
between good fats bad fats and refined sugar
and natural. A word of warning though, all
sugar even natural should be consumed
sparingly it still has the same eﬀect on
your waist line!

This is where the confusion sets in. They
will also come out as being high on the glycemic load but the
health benefits of eating a Naked bar as opposed to a traditional
biscuit is what this booklet if for, to help you to distinguish
between good and bad even though the levels of sugar and fat
look the same, they are not all equal in their health benefits.
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Naked bars or their equivalent are a
great swap or a treat, they make a great
energy booster and should definitely be
on your shopping list. Making them
yourself is even better and there are
thousands of recipes on Pinterest and
the internet if you want to give them a
go yourself.
www.pinterest.com/josiedonovanpt is
where you’ll find a great collection of
recipes.
Cooking with oils and hard fats can also
be confusing. Olive oil does not do well
at high temperatures and nor do the other vegetable oils they
become unstable once cooked and can attack healthy cells in our
bodies when eaten.
The best oil to use is definitely coconut oil and there is a brand
called Biona that is available in Waitrose and
online, it has been steamed to take out the
flavour and the smell. It can be expensive but
how often do you fry?
Olive oil has amazing health benefits but is
better used raw as a salad dressing or for

dipping.
Real butter like Kerrygold unsalted is
the absolute best better to use as this is
from grass fed stock. You can also
cook with butter, ghee, beef dripping
or goose fat, however nobody fry’s every day all day so you’ll
always use sparingly.
Grass fed stock is the absolute best when it comes to beef and
lamb. Ethically sourced
meat is always better not
necessarily organic.
Organic is a huge expense.
Find a local farmer or farm
shop and ask them how
their stock is reared.
Failing that Red Tractor
meat chicken and pork is a good alternative.
Learning how your meat is reared and fed is
very important. An animal raised in a super
farm bred just for supermarkets are fed with
grain and pumped with hormones, antibiotics and never see the
light of day. They are flabby and unhealthy and we are eating
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those hormones and antibiotics. So find a local farmer or farm
shop and ask questions.
Ethically farmed just means that the stock is given antibiotics if
needed not as a matter of course, no hormones and are put out to
pasture to eat grass, however they will eat grain too. The cost is
not as high as organic this is my preferred choice. I go to Harvel
House Farm, Vigo, Meopham, Kent. But I”m sure there are more
farmers out there that can help you with your questions.
Protein
Protein is the easiest macronutrient for me but
the hardest to reach the correct levels on once
you have your macro breakdowns (quotas).
Protein consists of lean meats, oﬀal, poultry &
fowl, fish, shellfish, nuts seeds, grains. Getting
enough protein into our diet is paramount if you
want to build lean muscle. Building muscle is
what will give you the ‘toned’ look. If you are a
man it is far easier to build muscle because of the
Testosterone hormone, women have some
testosterone but not as much as a male. I often
get told ‘I don’t want to bulk up like a man’ by
women, this is virtually impossible for a women
so please make sure you hit your protein quota
on the VG app as it really is very important that

you build muscle in order to burn unwanted fat in stubborn hard
to lose it areas. Muscles are very metabolically active which
means the more you have the
more fat you will burn, even
when your asleep!
Have you ever looked at a skinny
person and thought that they
look ‘flabby’? I call this ‘skinny
fat’. You’ll notice that the skin
on their arms or legs look loose,
you’ll notice that their butt is
hanging and flabby. This is because they generally exercise too
much, often lots and lots of cardio like constant running and they
diet, hardly eating enough to fuel their exercise regime let alone
their normal daily requirements just to live. Most people I meet
want to look toned and slim. In order to reach this you need to
eat a full and balanced diet you’ll need to do weights and cardio.
The food you eat will build muscle the muscle is what gives you
the toned look you desire, it doesn’t come from eating lettuce and
running on a treadmill for hours on end.
This is one of my favourite photos it shows exactly what I mean
when it comes to food, weight training and exercise. The lady on
the left is skinny fat whereas the lady on the right is toned and is
doing it right. This doesn’t happen overnight it is a long process
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as with any regime, but if you like your food and you want to train
eﬀectively then eating properly and
weight training and cardio is exactly
what you need to do.
Body Types
Your genetic make up denotes how
and where you store fat, whether it’s
easy for you to build muscle or lose
weight quickly. This is called your
somotype (body type) there are three
somotypes although they can cross
over and you can change them to a
degree but one thing will not change,
you will always have areas that you
change and fat freezing or
Cryolipolysis is a great option!
However following a balanced diet
will really enhance your results.
Look at the chart and see which body
type you are. You may find you are a
combination of two.
Whatever your body type eating
correctly and training will improve
your body. That’s a fact.

Training
In order to make a real diﬀerence you need to
train at least 3x per week. 4x is optimal. Your
training should consist of HIIT type exercise,
cardio and of course the all important weight
lifting. Knowing how to train is confusing and
most people start out with lots of good
intentions but get into the gym and instead of
heading over to the weights section they jump
straight onto the treadmill or elliptical trainer.
This is usually due to confidence issues. The weights area is
usually full of men and it can be intimidating for a women or a
man who’s never lifted a weight in their life.
Staying on a treadmill for an hour feels like
you’ve done something and of course
something is better than nothing however, it’s
boring, it doesn’t do too much and you’d need
to starve yourself to make a diﬀerence doing it
this way. Unfortunately mother nature won’t
allow for rapid weight loss for long so you may
see a diﬀerence initially but it won’t last. Any
food deficit or training will bring about change in your body but
to sustain change the human body constantly needs shocking and
tricking! Which is why going down the every day treadmill route
will not work in the long term. You need to mix it up. You need
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to change what you do and you most
definitely need to lift those weights in the
weight area with the scary men! Which
brings me back to confidence........
Confidence is what you get when you are
taught how to do something correctly,
when you see the results and when you
know why and what you are doing.
Nobody, including me ever walked into a
gym and knew exactly what they were
doing when they picked up their first
barbell. I like to say to my clients ‘did you just jump in your car
and drive it straight away or did you have to have lessons?” That is
what personal training is. It is a learning curve that you can use
for the rest of your life. Once you know what you are doing you
can hit the weight area and go to classes, you’ll get so much more
out of the classes once you know how to squat, lunge and deadlift.
Knowing how to train for you will also ensure there is less chance
of injury.
There really is so much to training and nutrition and it is very
confusing and there is a lot of information out there. So invest in
some personal training and nutrition coaching and you will find it
will change your life as well as your body.

In Summery
I have written this quick guide to help you to make good food
choices and to talk a little about training, however it is only a
snapshot of what I do and indeed what nutrition and training can
do for you. Everyone is individual and there is no one size fits all
approach, far form it. What may work for one person will not for
another. My job is to analyse your unique lifestyle and help you to
implement change. Change can be something as small as adding
more water or giving up soda. Change takes time and it has to fit
in with your life. If you are considering making some changes
don’t set yourself up for failure by training every day and eating
next to nothing. Training should be fun and enjoyable it shouldn’t
become a drag or a chore and eating the right foods which you
can enjoy is part of the whole process.
My face to face training and online prices are all on my website. I
also have my own app which you can track and monitor your
training and food. I also provide training programs within the
app to take to the gym or to use at home. The app is free to all
my face to face clients and for Cryolipolysis and will provide
additional programs.
Thank you
Josie
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